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Dear Friend:

Has your fall started off a little rough? Maybe the flurry of homework and extracurricular activities 
has you running on the edge. Or, the endless political bickering ahead of an election year might be 
wearing out your patience. Possibly, the latest bold moves to support abortion and limit religious 
freedom have you concerned. If so, I want to give you some good news to lift your spirits . . . you are 
making a difference.

With just a few short months left in 2019, our team here at Focus on the Family is 
gratefully reflecting on all that God has accomplished through your support over the 
past year. No matter the outreach, we are thankful that you joined us in one, all-important mission: 
introducing as many people as possible to the forgiveness, hope, and peace that can only be found in 
a saving relationship with Jesus Christ. And it all begins with the family.

Throughout 40-plus years of ministry, friends like you have confirmed that when we nurture and 
strengthen families, we help cultivate fertile soil for the Good News. After all, thriving marriages 
reflect the sacred bond between Christ and His people, and strong Christian couples are ideally 
positioned to raise children who love the Lord and grow up to make a difference for the Kingdom.

Each and every initiative your support makes possible is designed specifically with an eye toward 
fostering flourishing families. One of our major initiatives this year began in defense of the smallest 
member of the family—the preborn child.

Just how significant was this endeavor? Significant enough that it culminated with the largest pro-life 
gathering in the history of New York City! Unquestionably, it was one of my proudest moments as 
president of Focus on the Family. Here’s how it all unfolded:

Along with friends like you, we were stunned earlier this year when New York’s governor signed 
into law a bill that permits abortion on demand up through birth. A number of states followed suit 
by proposing similar legislation – which tragically passed in some cases. To add insult to injury, New 
York’s devastating law was actually celebrated as historic landmarks across New York City were lit up in 
pink. Millions of Americans simply couldn’t believe a law that essentially signed a death warrant for 
thousands of precious babies would be cheered and applauded by pro-abortion advocates in the state 
of New York and around the country.

It was a bone-chilling indication of the culture’s devaluing of human life – and yet it also galvanized 
many of us in the pro-life movement to stand up and say, “Enough is enough.”

As friends and listeners like you wrote in droves to express dismay, the idea for our See Life Clearly 
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campaign was born. In the face of such heartbreaking assaults against the most vulnerable among us, 
it was a chance to present irrefutable evidence that preborn life is precious, unmistakably human, and 
worthy of protection.

This campaign included a “Declaration for Life” that many friends like you signed and culminated 
with our “Alive from New York” event on May 4. This gathering featured a live ultrasound in Times 
Square as a means of highlighting and celebrating the beauty of life in the womb. We’ve heard from 
numerous folks who say they were profoundly impacted by that event – and even the protesters in 
the crowd fell silent when a preborn baby’s heartbeat was heard over the sound system and in utero 
images were displayed on the giant digital screens. There’s simply no denying the humanity of a little 
one in the womb when you hear that galloping heartbeat and see those powerful ultrasound images.

If you helped saved even one life that day, I know you feel it was well worth all the time, energy, and 
resources you helped pour into “Alive from New York”!

And the same could be said for our Option Ultrasound program – although I’m delighted to report 
that this outreach has helped save an estimated 430,000 tiny lives since its inception in 2004! By 
equipping qualified pregnancy medical centers with sonogram machines and training, you’ve given 
countless women the opportunity to see, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that their babies are truly and 
fully human. And, as a result, hundreds of thousands of women considering abortion have chosen life.

In light of the incredible success of Option Ultrasound, our goal is to see a million little ones 
saved by 2025! 

Until then, you can help articulate the truth about the sanctity of human life for people like Anne . . . 

I was affected by abortion. Back in the ’70s when I was 17 years old, I had an abortion. I 
was afraid to tell my parents, and my sister encouraged me to have the procedure. I think often 
about what I did – and much more as the abortion debate has increased. If I had been told the 
truth about what my baby would go through, I would not have done it. If I could have seen 
the baby with an ultrasound, and seen the life within me, I would not have gone through with 
it. Thankfully I know I am forgiven and will see my child when my life is over in this world. I 
often wonder what sex the baby was. Sometimes I still cry over what I did but I know the baby 
is with Jesus and someday we will be united. Thank you for all you’re doing to save lives. May 
your ministry be blessed mightily by our Father in heaven. – Anne, New York

My heart went out to Anne as she described the remorse and grief she experienced in the wake of 
her abortion, but I’m so grateful she’s embraced the freedom and healing Christ offers.

Anne’s story is just one of many similar testimonies we receive regularly at Focus – testimonies that 
affirm God’s ability to overcome the cultural attacks against the family with His love, truth, and 
redemptive power.

Our Hope Restored marriage intensive program, for instance, is tailored specifically for couples who 
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are on the brink of divorce. These hurting husbands and wives may have been told by friends and 
family members that they should just throw in the towel, and yet they are hanging on and desperately 
seeking help. Through your gifts that support our three facilities around the country (with a fourth 
planned for Southern California) and teams of experienced, licensed marriage counselors operating at 
each location, God has showed couples how to constructively work through conflict and crisis so that 
they can begin moving toward hope and healing.

The marriage-building efforts you provide don’t stop there, however. A staff of professional counselors 
provides callers with advice and encouragement, not to mention an extensive library of articles, books, 
radio broadcasts, and other resources are available to help support and enhance marriages. Here’s what 
one listener wrote:

Focus on the Family has helped our family in so many ways for at least 15 years. We have been 
blessed by your ministry’s excellent teaching, instruction, encouragement, and so much more. We 
had some marriage struggles 10 years ago, and by the grace of God, and through the help of 
Focus and others, we made it through that time. We are now stronger than ever at 22 years of 
marriage! Hearing on your broadcast the stories of other couples who had similar situations gave 
us hope to hang in there and watch God carry us through. – Sue, Maine

Praise God that He is still in the business of saving and restoring marriages!

Another family-related arena God has called us into is the rising suicide rate among young people. 
Your gifts helped our team develop a website and accompanying resources called Alive to Thrive – a 
groundbreaking program that seeks to address all of the emotional, mental, relational, and spiritual 
aspects that can factor into an individual’s vulnerability to suicidal thoughts and actions. Even more 
importantly, the message undergirding our Alive to Thrive resource centers squarely on biblical 
principles. You are placing a caring arm around hurting people to tell them that their life matters and 
that no amount of pain or heartache is too deep for our loving Father.

Alive to Thrive program debuted just last fall, and the response has been promising. This feedback 
offers an exciting glimpse into the ways the Lord is using this new endeavor:

I found your suicide prevention materials on your website, and I want to thank you. A young 
friend of our family is currently in the hospital after attempting suicide. The Alive to Thrive site 
equipped us with just the right information to allow us to effectively minister to our friend.

Would you join me in praying that God would continue using this online initiative to save lives? 
Although suicide has reached epidemic proportions in our nation, we’re wholly convinced that the 
Lord can intervene through compassionate outreach to reach down and rescue those who feel suicide 
is the only answer.

In all these efforts and many, many more we’re passionate about pointing others to Christ. As 
Matthew 5:16 exhorts us, “… let your light shine before others, so that they may see your good works 
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and give glory to your Father who is in heaven” (emphasis added). And that verse brings our mission full-
circle. Yes, we want to bring help and healing to families – but, above all, we work toward that end so 
that Christ is glorified, His Kingdom is expanded, and even more people come to know Him.

Although your support has made a big impact this year, we are not yet done. 
Unfortunately, there are formidable forces in the culture bent on the destruction of the 
traditional family. Divorce rates are soaring and the redefinition of marriage itself has called into 
question this age-old and God-ordained institution. Far too many children are being raised without 
the benefit of both a mother and a father, and today’s young people are increasingly rejecting the 
biblical teachings about gender, sexuality, and marriage. The impact ripples out into suicide rates, 
abortions and more. 

That is why I’m asking you today to prayerfully consider giving a generous gift so that God may 
continue to work through the programs and outreaches of Focus on the Family. We are wrapping up 
the end of another fiscal year this month and planning for our ministry capacity in the coming year. 
We want to be able to give hope and biblical help to every single family that reaches out to us. But 
we cannot do it without your help.

Your prayers and generosity make this ministry possible. Will you allow God to work 
through you once again? I’m praying you give as generously as you can today to sow 
directly into life-changing ministry.

Thank you for allowing me to offer this “year in review” – I hope you’re as encouraged as I am 
by God’s faithfulness to Focus. If there’s something we can do to serve you, please give us a call at 
1-800-A-FAMILY (232-6459). Blessings to you and your loved ones. Have a terrific fall!

Sincerely,

Jim Daly
President

P.S.  Please keep Focus on the Family in your prayers as we close out this fiscal year and prepare 
for a new year of ministry to your family and others. Would you also send in a gift today 
to help us reach even more families with resources to rescue babies from abortion, save 
marriages, and equip parents to raise godly children?



God is at work through you to redeem 
and equip families as living testaments to 
the hope found in Christ. Here are just a 
few ministries and outreaches you made 
possible in 2019.

See Life Clearly 
In addition to supporting the Option 
UltrasoundTM program, this year you 
joined our See Life Clearly campaign 
in response to some disturbing state 
legislation across the country allowing 
late-term abortion – even up to and  
after delivery.

The response was overwhelming. From 
over 220,000 people who signed the 

Declaration for Life to the many 
thousands who attended our Alive 
From New York event or watched via 
livestream a live 4D ultrasound in the 
middle of Times Square, God used your 
efforts to reveal life in the womb.

Anne’s story shows the importance of 
this effort you joined,

“In the ‘70s when I was 17 years  
 old, I had an abortion. I was afraid 
 to tell my parents. If I could have  
 seen the baby with an ultrasound,  

Before you launch a busy fall of 
family activities, take a moment to 
rejoice in all that God has already 
accomplished through you this 
year. Because of your prayers  
and support . . .

. . . a baby was rescued from abortion  
and a mother saved from grief  
and hurt!

. . . a husband and wife on the brink  
of divorce decided to save their  
marriage and family!

. . .  a waiting child in foster care will 
have a loving family this holiday season! INCREDIBLE YEAR  continued on page 2
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The broadcast schedule is subject to change. Listen to the  
Focus on the Family ® Broadcast on your local radio station,  
your mobile device or online. If you’ve missed one of these 
broadcasts, listen online at FocusOnTheFamily.com/Broadcast.

  DATE TITLE GUEST

9/2 Do Nice People go to Heaven? Mr. Jay Carty (Deceased)
9/3 Help Your Young Adult be Brave Miss Sadie Robertson
9/4-9/5 Can We Talk? Communication Advice for Husbands and Wives I & II Dr. David Clarke
9/6 Putting the Grand in Grandparenting Mrs. Michele Howe
9/9 Raising Mission-Minded Kids Mrs. Shauna Pilgreen
9/10 Empowering Women to Take Control of Their Finances Mrs. Deborah Pegues
9/11-9/12 What to do When Tragedy Impacts Your Family I & II Dr. H. Norman Wright
9/13 Hope for Teen Moms Mrs. Tricia Goyer
9/16-9/17 Examining Your Part in a Difficult Marriage I & II Mr. Darryl and Mrs. Tracy Strawberry
9/18 Radically Rediscovering Salvation Pastor John Ortberg
9/19-9/20 Connecting with Your Teen or Young Adult I & II Dr. Kara Powell
9/23-9/24 Preparing to Care for Aging Loved Ones I & II Mrs. Michele Howe and Miss Lisa Anderson
9/25 Reaching Your Child’s Heart when They Disobey Mrs. Ginger Hubbard
9/26 Finding Hope through a Family Tragedy Mr. Keith Becker
9/27 Catching a God-Sized Vision for Your Family Mr. Rob and Mrs. Amy Rienow
9/30-10/1 Preparing Your Child for Adulthood I & II Mr. Danny Huerta and Mrs. Jessie Minassian

  DATE TITLE  GUEST

10/2 Finding Peace through Forgiveness  Mr. Gil Mertz
10/3-10/4 Flourishing in Your Marriage I & II  Mr. Todd and Mrs. Karen Ehman
10/7 TBD
10/8    Finding Contentment and Happiness as a Wife     Mrs. Arlene Pellicane
10/9-10/10 Setting Boundaries in Toxic Relationships I & II    Mr. Gary Thomas
10/11    Preparing Teens to Bring Peace to Their Chaotic World      Mr. Ray Vander Laan
10/14 Laughing, Loving, and Lasting with Your Spouse  Mr. Kevin Thompson
10/15 Grieving, Healing, and Hoping after Miscarriage  Mrs. Adriel Booker
10/16-10/17 Rethinking Your Parenting Strategies I & II      Dr. Timothy Johanson and Mr. Michael Anderson
10/18 Men: Rising Above Stereotypes  Mr. Craig Glass
10/21-10/22 How to Raise Jesus Followers I & II  Ms. Sissy Goff and Mr. David Thomas
10/23 Helping Those Suffering from Mental Illness  Dr. Matthew Stafford
10/24-10/25 God Used Our Friends and Family to Save Our Marriage I & II  Mr. Jeremy and Mrs. Tiffany Lee
10/28-10/29 Getting Along with Others at Home and Work I & II      Mrs. Cynthia Tobias
10/30 Asking the Right Questions for Your Child’s Future Spouse      Dr. Greg Smalley
10/31 New Hope for Moms Who Won’t Give Up  Mrs. Sarah Parshall Perry

Broadcasts are brought to you by our partners — you!

*  The broadcast schedule  
is subject to change.  
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 and seen the life within me, I would not have gone through with  
 it. Thankfully, I know I am forgiven. Sometimes I still cry over what  
 I did but I know the baby is with Jesus and someday we will be  
 united. Thank you for all you’re doing to save lives.”

We are already putting into action your support from this campaign to equip 
more pregnancy medical clinics in high-risk regions with ultrasound machines to 
help mothers considering abortion see the child in their womb even more clearly. 

Hope Restored 
Praise God for expanding the impact of our Hope Restored® marriage intensives 
this year. Quite unexpectedly, God worked to establish a Focus on the Family 
retreat center in Greenville, Michigan! With the property donated by a generous 
donor and the support of donors like you who gave to open more retreat centers 
covering start-up costs, it is now up and running, increasing our capacity to serve 
couples by 450 a year.

Meanwhile, a friend in California committed to helping us establish a Focus on  
the Family retreat center in Southern California. We are starting the search for  
a facility in that region. We are also excited about the use of expanded facilities  
in Georgia. 

“ We just had the best marriage therapy. After 19 years of a flawed  
 and stormy marriage, we have never felt more hopeful about our  
 future with God leading the way. I am inspired in my own faith walk  
 and that of us as a couple.”  
      — D+R, HOPE RESTORED, MICHIGAN

Parenting, Family and Advocacy 
Your generous support of Focus on the Family has helped provide resources  
such as:

Focus on the Family’s Wait No More® events——part of the 
Foster Care and Adoption program—work to raise awareness of 
foster care, adoption from foster care and supporting foster and 
adoptive families and encourage families to start the process.  

Alive to Thrive (AliveToThrive.com). In response to the 
skyrocketing suicide rate among children and teens, we recently 
launched this biblically based web site to show parents and youth 
workers how to help kids navigate the unique pressures they face 
in healthy, resilient ways. This web site was unveiled late last fall, 
and already nearly 70,000 people have visited.

Raising Highly Capable KidsTM. This program was developed to help 
parents cultivate strong character and effective life skills in their 
children, especially in at-risk communities. More than 24,000 
parents have attended training. 

  
These are the types of efforts your gifts make possible. As we near the end of our 
fiscal year on September 30, we could use your continued support as we hope to 
end strong and be ready for all that God has in store for Focus on the Family in 
the coming year.  

Incredible Year of Ministry Continued from page 1

Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley offer a few tips for having a healthy marriage by 
intentional listening.   

GREG: I admit it. There have been times in our marriage where I haven’t 
listened too well.

ERIN: The cooking incident was one of those recent times that come to mind.

GREG: We were cooking together and I put the skillet and glass lid in the sink as 
soon as I took the chicken out of it. Erin yelled to not run cold water over it, which I 
did anyway. The lid exploded and glass flew everywhere. She was not happy. 

ERIN: It really wasn’t about losing the nice cookware. It was about feeling 
disregarded. To keep from pouring cold water on our relationship, we need to 

learn how to listen well.

GREG: Here are a few tips:

• Turn toward your spouse and look him or her in the eyes.
• Resist distractions, such as your phone or the television.
• Pay attention to your spouse’s nonverbal cues and body language.
• Don’t think about rebuttals or whether you agree.
• Let your husband or wife finish talking. And, when it’s appropriate, repeat 

what you hear your spouse saying for clarification.
• Pay special attention to your spouse’s feelings.

 

Daly Focus
By Jim Daly, President

Beyond all  
expectations 
As I look back over this year of ministry, 
I’m still in awe of what God accomplished 
through friends like you. One effort I believe 
was specifically led by God was our See Life 
Clearly campaign. 

It blows my mind to think of how every step 
was orchestrated by Him to reveal life in the 
womb to the world and help turn the tide of 
the abortion discussion in this country. I still 
get chills when I remember how even the 
protestors fell silent as the 4D image of a child 
in the womb flashed onto the screen and the 
sound of the heartbeat resounded through 
Times Square during our Alive from New 
York event in May.

God exceeded every expectation during this 
three-month campaign. Of course, he always 
does. When you and I step out in faith to 
follow his commands, he NEVER disappoints.

That is why I’m even more excited about 
the coming year. As we close out another 
fiscal year, I know that God is ready to 
exponentially impact more families than  
ever before in the coming year.  
Are you ready?

“Now to him who is able to do far   
 more abundantly than all that we  
 ask or think, according to the  
 power at work within us.” 
 —Ephesians 3:20 ESV. 

He Said, She Said On Life-Giving Communication

Listen well to strengthen your marriage 
With Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley
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Feature Guest: 

Dr. David  
Clarke
 

Men Are Clams, Women Are 
Crowbars: The Dos and Don’ts of 
Getting Your Man to Open Up 
He’s a clam. The strong, silent type. 
She’s a crowbar and wants to help 
her husband “open up” and share. Is 
there hope for this marriage? Yes! In 
this honest, amusing, and eye-opening 
book, Dr. David Clarke explains what 
you need to know to understand your 
differences and make the most of 
them. You’ll get plenty of practical 
communication 
strategies to 
show you how to 
complement each 
other and enjoy 
lasting romance. 
Get your copy of 
his book with your 
ministry gift today.

Use the enclosed response 
card to mark your gift and 
book request or go to 
FocusOnTheFamily.com/
MenAreClams19.

Check out our NEW YouTube channel

FocusOnTheFamily.com/
YouTube



Are you a “free range parent” who 
lets your kids wander and explore 

the world on their own or are you a 
“helicopter parent” who tries to buffer 
any type of pain or difficulty for your 
children?

Somewhere along the spectrum is where 
we need to be as parents. There’s a 
temptation to protect your kids against 
all bad feelings and failures. There’s also a 
temptation to let your child learn what it 
is to become an adult through their own 
problem solving. 

Helicopter parenting creates a lot of 
anxiety for your children. They won’t 
have the confidence in themselves to tackle 
life’s challenges and emotions. It doesn’t 
give them the practice they need to stand 
back up and try again and show them that 
when they fail they can find strength in 

God. When we rescue kids from that reality, 
they don’t learn the skills they need as adults.

On the other hand, the complete free range 
method puts kids in danger. We live in a world 
that is full of real dangers and as parents it is 
our job to keep our children safe. There are 
certain things that we must protect them from. 

Be careful with extremes in either way. 
Figure out what is best for the growth of your 
child given their personality. Some kids are 
very responsible with the rules. Others are 
natural rule benders. Those are the ones you 
want to help guide. 

Look at how God treats us. He gives us  
guidance but doesn’t rescue us from 
everything. Remember, a tree that is 
protected from the wind becomes a weak 
tree. But a tree that grows under a lot of  
wind and adversity becomes deep-rooted  
and won’t be shaken in the storm.   

Help us plan for a new year of ministry to families!

This year has been an incredible  
year of ministry thanks to friends 

like you!
Now, you can help us impact even more 
lives in the coming year. September 30 
is the close of our fiscal year and we are 
planning out the next year of ministry. 
We want to be faithful stewards of the 
resources God has provided and could 
use your help.
Will you give generously today so that 
we know how to plan for the coming 
year of ministry to your families and 
others?

Your most generous gift today will save 
marriages, rescue babies from abortion,  
equip parents, help find homes for children  
in foster care, give hope to hurting people 
and strengthen families. Thank you for 
allowing God to use you!   

Parenting Corner with Danny Huerta

Are you a “free range parent”  
or “helicopter parent”?

  Danny Huerta is Focus on the Family’s vice president of the Parenting and Youth department.
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Give healing to  
families each and  

every month! 
When you join our Friends of Focus on  
the Family program as a loyal monthly 
supporter, you’ll help provide resources  
that empower families.     

As a Friends of Focus on the Family member, 
you’ll receive monthly updates that report on how 
you are helping us make an eternal impact with 
practical results for families, as well as special 
offers and resources. Call 888-862-6767 today.

To learn more go to 
FocusOnTheFamily.com/Pledge

Focus on the Family

8605 Explorer Drive • Colorado Springs, CO 80920

Give online FocusOnTheFamily.com

Give by phone: 800-A-FAMILY (232-6459)

Help@FocusOnTheFamily.com

 Let us hear from you! Please use the space below (and on the back) to share a prayer request, 

praise or how Focus on the Family has positively impacted your life.

While we are unable to personally respond to each prayer request received, we consider it a privilege to lift up your family in 

prayer, and promise to do so. To speak with a Family Help Specialist about a specific need, please call 800-A-Family (232-6459).

I’ll help reach more families!

Please enclose your check or money 

order payable to Focus on the Family. 

To give by credit card, please see back.

Thank you for supporting strong families!

Yes, Jim! I’ll help empower more families in 2019 and beyond by 

supporting all the life-changing ministries of Focus on the Family. 

I’m enclosing my gift of: $______________________

  I’ll help on a monthly basis. Enclosed is my first gift of $____________________ 

  I’ve enclosed my gift.  

Please send my copy of  

Men Are Clams, Women  

Are Crowbars  

 – 9781589979758  

 (a $15.99 value!)

  Please do not  send  

me the book.


